
 

 

 

Budget 2014

La campagne électorale et les élections sont déjà loin. 
Nous sommes à nouveau entrés dans le rythme de la vie 
au quotidien.  

Avec toute mon équipe, je tiens à remercier tous ceux et 
toutes celles qui à l’occasion de ce vote et quelque soit 
leur vote, ont montré leur intérêt pour la chose publique. 

Notre volonté est de travailler avec tous ceux qui ont à 
cœur de s’impliquer, comme nous , dans la vie de la 
commune. Chacun peut apporter sa pierre à l’édifice que 
nous désirons bâtir ensemble. Bien sûr, les élus doivent 
continuer à porter la responsabilité des choix et des 
affaires de la commune, mais ils doivent aussi se départir 
de cette exclusivité pour entrer dans un vrai dialogue avec 
vous tous pour être véritablement porteurs de vos 
attentes.  

Dans cette perspective, notre nouveau bulletin se veut 
être un outil de dialogue et d’échange entre la 
municipalité et l’ensemble des habitants de notre 
commune. Son édition sous forme papier ou de news 
letter électronique sera bi-annuelle.  

Un site internet actuellement en préparation viendra 
compléter et conforter le lien municipalité/habitants. 

Je vous souhaite une bonne lecture à tous de notre 
premier numéro d’Albitreccia Infos.  

N’hésitez pas à nous faire part de vos observations et 
suggestions, nous en tiendrons compte pour les numéros 
ultérieurs. 

Albitreccia

Dummy text is used to fill 
space that will later be filled 
with real content. This is 
required when the final text 
is not available. 

Albitreccia Infos fête sa 
naissance en automne 2014.

Sa vocation première est 
d’informer mais aussi de 
permettre le renforcement 
des l iens entre élus et 
h a b i t a n t s d e n o t r e 
commune.

Qu’il puisse être le support 
d ’ u n e i n f o r m a t i o n 
communale simple, claire et 
précise.
Nous lui souhaitons longue 
vie.
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Grands projets
Dummy text is used to fill 
space that will later be filled 
with real content. This is 
required when the final text 
is not available. 

Vie du conseil 
municipal

Dummy text is used to fill 
space that will later be filled 
with real content. This is 
required when the final text 
is not available. 
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Pierre Paul LUCIANI 
Maire

Cadre de vie
Dummy text is used to fill 
space that will later be filled 
with real content. This is 
required when the final text 
is not available. 
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Dummy text is used to fill 
space that will later be filled 
with real content. This is 
required when the final text 
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Le Conseil municipal  

Le nouveau Conseil Municipal
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Au premier semestre 2014, le Conseil Municipal a changé 
profondément de composition. 

Un certain nombre de nos anciens n’en font plus partie, 
notamment Simon SALINI, 1er adjoint, et Pierre Paul 
LAURENZI, 2ème adjoint. 

Les élections de mars 2014 ont introduit la parité hommes-
femmes et la représentation proportionnelle. 

L’opposition est ainsi représentée et notre Conseil comporte 10 
nouveaux membres sur 19.

Composition du Conseil municipal

Pierre Paul LUCIANI Maire

Toussaint QUILICI 1er adjoint

Françoise BARBeREAU 2ème adjoint

Gérard POLI 3ème adjoint

Joëlle PERETTI 4ème adjoint

Paul Etienne MADOTTO 5ème adjoint

Paul CESARI Adjoint spécial Albitreccia &Bisinao

Mathieu TUCCI Adjoint spécial Monte Rosso

Michel DESCHAMPS Conseiller municipal délégué aux travaux

Marie Rose FERNANDEZ Conseiller municipal

Charlotte FRISCH Conseiller municipal

Christel MARZOTTI Conseiller municipal

Jean Louis MORACCHINI Conseiller municipal

Santa QUILICI Conseiller municipal

Catherine CAU Conseiller municipal

André QUASTANA Conseiller municipal

Paul QUASTANA Conseiller municipal

Muriel SEGONDY Conseiller municipal
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If the fill text is intended to illustrate the 
characteristics of different typefaces, it 
sometimes makes sense to select texts 
containing the various letters and 
symbols specific to the output language. 
There is now an abundance of readable 
dummy texts. These are usually used 
when a text is required purely to fill a 
space. These alternatives to the classic 
texts are often amusing and tell short, 
funny or nonsensical stories. 

According to most sources, the original 
dummy text can be traced back to a text 
composed by Cicero in 45BC. Allegedly, 
a Latin scholar established the origin of 
the text by compiling all the instances of 
an unusual word and eventually 
recognized it as a passage from a book 

that was popular at the time.It seems 
that only fragments of the original text 
remain in the pseudo-Latin texts used 
today. Over the course of time certain 
letters were added or deleted at various 
positions. This might explain why there 
are no many slightly different versions. 
Due to the age of the text there are no 
copyright issues to contend with. 

In the 1960s, the text suddenly became 
known beyond the professional circle of 
typesetters and layout designers when it 
was used for adhesive letters on 
transparent film, popular until the 1980s. 
Versions of the text were subsequently 
included in software applications. 
The spread of computers, layout 

Les réunions du nouveau Conseil municipal

Vous pourrez, à terme, consulter les extraits des délibérations 
du conseil municipal directement sur le site web de la mairie 

en cours de construction : 

www.albitreccia.fr

Conseil du 12 avril 2014

Conseil du 26 avril 2014
If the fill text is intended to illustrate the 
characteristics of different typefaces, it 
sometimes makes sense to select texts 
containing the various letters and 
symbols specific to the output language. 
There is now an abundance of readable 
dummy texts. These are usually used 
when a text is required purely to fill a 
space. These alternatives to the classic 
texts are often amusing and tell short, 
funny or nonsensical stories. 

According to most sources, the original 
dummy text can be traced back to a text 
composed by Cicero in 45BC. Allegedly, 
a Latin scholar established the origin of 
the text by compiling all the instances of 
an unusual word and eventually 
recognized it as a passage from a book 

that was popular at the time.It seems 
that only fragments of the original text 
remain in the pseudo-Latin texts used 
today. Over the course of time certain 
letters were added or deleted at various 
positions. This might explain why there 
are no many slightly different versions. 
Due to the age of the text there are no 
copyright issues to contend with. 

In the 1960s, the text suddenly became 
known beyond the professional circle of 
typesetters and layout designers when it 
was used for adhesive letters on 
transparent film, popular until the 1980s. 
Versions of the text were subsequently 
included in software applications. 
The spread of computers, layout 

If the fill text is intended to illustrate the 
characteristics of different typefaces, it 
sometimes makes sense to select texts 
containing the various letters and 
symbols specific to the output language. 
There is now an abundance of readable 
dummy texts. These are usually used 
when a text is required purely to fill a 
space. These alternatives to the classic 
texts are often amusing and tell short, 
funny or nonsensical stories. 

According to most sources, the original 
dummy text can be traced back to a text 
composed by Cicero in 45BC. Allegedly, 
a Latin scholar established the origin of 
the text by compiling all the instances of 
an unusual word and eventually 
recognized it as a passage from a book 

that was popular at the time.It seems 
that only fragments of the original text 
remain in the pseudo-Latin texts used 
today. Over the course of time certain 
letters were added or deleted at various 
positions. This might explain why there 
are no many slightly different versions. 
Due to the age of the text there are no 
copyright issues to contend with. 

In the 1960s, the text suddenly became 
known beyond the professional circle of 
typesetters and layout designers when it 
was used for adhesive letters on 
transparent film, popular until the 1980s. 
Versions of the text were subsequently 
included in software applications. 
The spread of computers, layout 

Conseil du 26 juin 2014

If the fill text is intended to illustrate the 
characteristics of different typefaces, it 
sometimes makes sense to select texts 
containing the various letters and 
symbols specific to the output language. 
There is now an abundance of readable 
dummy texts. These are usually used 
when a text is required purely to fill a 
space. These alternatives to the classic 
texts are often amusing and tell short, 
funny or nonsensical stories. 

According to most sources, the original 
dummy text can be traced back to a text 
composed by Cicero in 45BC. Allegedly, 
a Latin scholar established the origin of 
the text by compiling all the instances of 
an unusual word and eventually 
recognized it as a passage from a book 
that was popular at the time.It seems 
that only fragments of the original text 
remain in the pseudo-Latin texts used 

Conseil du 26 septembre 2014
Pour plus d’informations

http://www.albitreccia.fr
http://www.albitreccia.fr


 

 

POLE D'ANIMATION SOCIALE MOLINI ALBITRECCIA

Dummy text is used to fill space that will later be filled with real content. This is required when the final text 
is not available. Dummy text is also known as “fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. Typesetters have used dummy text since the 1500s. 

Pôle d’animation sociale 
de Molini

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 
since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 
since the 1500s.

 

 

 

Dummy text is 
used to fill 
space

Dummy text is 
used to fill 
space

Dummy text to 
fill space

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to s ing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 
since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to demonstrate 
the appearance of different typefaces 
and layouts, and in general the 
content of dummy text is nonsensical. 
Due to its widespread use as filler 
text for layouts, non-readability is of 
g re a t i m p o r t a n c e a s h u m a n 
perception is tuned to recognize 

Dummy text is used to fill space that will 
later be filled with real content. This is 
required when the final text is not 
available. Dummy text is also known as 
“fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to 
have a ready-made song to sing with a 
melody. Typesetters have used dummy 
text since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to demonstrate the 
appearance of different typefaces and 
layouts, and in general the content of 
dummy text is nonsensical. Due to its 
widespread use as filler text for layouts, 
non-readability is of great importance as 
human perception is tuned to recognize 
certain patterns and repetitions in type. 

If the distribution of letters and words is 
random, the reader will not be distracted 
from making a neutral judgment on the 
visual impact and readability of the 
typography, or the distribution of text on 
the page layout or type area. 

For this reason, dummy text usually 
consists of a more or less random series of 
words or syllables. This prevents repetitive 
patterns from impairing the overall visual 
impression and facilitates the comparison 
of different typefaces. Furthermore, it is 
advantageous when the dummy text is 
relatively realistic so that the layout 
impression of the final publication is not 
compromised. 

The most well known dummy text is said 
to have originated in the 16th century. It is 
composed in a pseudo-Latin language, and 
contains a series of real Latin words. 
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Les grands projets 
structurants (2014-2020)



 

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 
since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 
since the 1500s.

 

 

 

Dummy text is 
used to fill 
space

Dummy text is 
used to fill 
space

Dummy text to 
fill space

Aménagement d’Agosta

Dummy text is used to fill space that will later be filled with real content. This is required when the final text 
is not available. Dummy text is also known as “fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. Typesetters have used dummy text since the 1500s. 

Liaison Mer-Montagne
Dummy text is used to fill space that will later 
be filled with real content. This is required 
when the final text is not available. Dummy 
text is also known as “fill text.” Songwriters 

Dummy text is used to fill space that will later be filled with real content. This is required when the final 
text is not available. Dummy text is also known as “fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to have a ready-
made song to sing with a melody. Typesetters have used dummy text since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to fill space that will later be filled with real content. This is required when the final text 
is not available. Dummy text is also known as “fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. Typesetters have used dummy text since the 1500s. 



Le budget 2014

Dummy text is used to fill space that will 
later be filled with real content. This is 
required when the final text is not available. 
Dummy text is also known as “fill text.” 
Songwriters use dummy text to have a 
ready-made song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text since 
the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to fill space that will 
later be filled with real content. This is 
required when the final text is not 
available. Dummy text is also known as 
“fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to 
have a ready-made song to sing with a 
melody. Typesetters have used dummy 
text since the 1500s.

Dummy text is 
used to fill space

Dummy text is 
used to fill space

Dummy text is 
used to fill space

Dummy text is used to fill space that will 
later be filled with real content. This is 
required when the final text is not 
available. Dummy text is also known as 
“fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to 
have a ready-made song to sing with a 
melody. Typesetters have used dummy 
text since the 1500s.

Comme chaque année, et plus particulièrement cette année, le vote du budget est matière à explications. 
C’est l’occasion de rappeler quelques chiffres :  

Charges générales
Frais de personnel
Subventions & Participations
Intérêts des emprunts

Impôts & taxes
Participations
Dotations & participations
Locations

Travaux en cours
Achats de matériels
Emprunts

Dotations
Subventions
Excédent et réserves

Des taux d’imposition stables 2012 2013 2014 Evolution

Taxe d’habitation 16,95 % 16,95 % 16,95 % 0 %

Taxe foncière (bâti) 7,61 % 7,61 % 7,61 % 0 %

Taxe foncière (non bâti) 59,29 % 59,29 % 59,29 % 0 %

Contribution foncière des entreprises 16,56 % 16,56 % 16,56 % 0 %

Evolution des taux des taxes communales 

Le taux de ces taxes est voté chaque année par le Conseil municipal. Pour 2014, la municipalité fait le choix de ne pas 

augmenter les taux des impôts locaux. En effet, l’adoption du budget 2014 s’inscrit dans un contexte économique et 

social difficile. Le pouvoir d’achat et l’emploi sont au cœur des préoccupations d’une grande partie de la population. 

Budget global 2014 : 7, 26 Millions d’€

Le budget 2014 a été adopté en Conseil municipal du 30 avril 2014 à la majorité de ses membres. 
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Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 
since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to demonstrate 
the appearance of different typefaces 
and layouts, and in general the 
c o n t e n t o f d u m m y t e x t i s 
nonsensical. Due to its widespread 
use as filler text for layouts, non-
readability is of great importance as 
human perception is tuned to 
recognize certain patterns and 
repetitions in type. 

If the distribution of letters and 
words is random, the reader will not 
be distracted from making a neutral

Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. 
This is required when the final text is 
not available. Dummy text is also 
known as “fill text.” Songwriters use 
dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy text 
since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to demonstrate 
the appearance of different typefaces 
and layouts, and in general the 
c o n t e n t o f d u m m y t e x t i s 
nonsensical. Due to its widespread 
use as filler text for layouts, non-
readability is of great importance as 
human perception is tuned to 
recognize certain patterns and 
repetitions in type. 

 

 

Dummy text is 
used to fill 
space that will 

Dummy text is 
used to fill 
space that will 

Réalisations 2014
Dummy text is used to fill space that 
will later be filled with real content. This 
is required when the final text is not 
available. Dummy text is also known as 
“fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text 
to have a ready-made song to sing with 
a melody. Typesetters have used 
dummy text since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to demonstrate the 
appearance of different typefaces and 
layouts, and in general the content of 
dummy text is nonsensical. Due to its 
widespread use as filler text for layouts, 
non-readability is of great importance as 
human perception is tuned to recognize 
certain patterns and repetitions in type. 

If the distribution of letters and words is 
random, the reader will not be 
distracted from making a neutral 
judgment on the visual impact and 
readability of the typography, or the 
distribution of text on the page layout 
or type area. 

For this reason, dummy text usually 
consists of a more or less random series 
of words or syllables.  

This prevents repetitive patterns from 
impairing the overall visual impression 
and facilitates the comparison of 
different typefaces. Furthermore, it is 
advantageous when the dummy text is 
relatively realistic so that the layout 
impression of the final publication is not 
compromised. 

The most well known dummy text is 
said to have originated in the 16th 
century. It is composed in a pseudo-
Latin language, and contains a series of 
real Latin words. This ancient dummy 
text is also incomprehensible, but it 
imitates the rhythm of most European 
languages. The advantage of its Latin 
origin and the relative meaninglessness 
is that the text does not attract 
attention to it or distract the viewer’s 
attention from the layout. 

Dummy text is used to demonstrate the 
appearance of different typefaces and 
layouts, and in general the content of 
dummy text is nonsensical. Due to its 
widespread use as filler text for layouts, 
non-readability is of great importance as 
human perception. 

Cadre de vie

Dummy text is used to fill space that will later be filled with real content. This is required when the final text 
is not available. Dummy text is also known as “fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text to have a ready-made 
song to sing with a melody. 
Typesetters have used dummy 

Dummy text is used to fill space that will 
later be filled with real content. This is 
required when the final text is not 
available. Dummy text is also known as 
“fill text.” Songwriters use dummy text 
to have a ready-made song to sing with a 
melody. Typesetters have used dummy 
text since the 1500s. 

Dummy text is used to demonstrate the 
appearance of different typefaces and 
layouts, and in general the content of 
dummy text is nonsensical. Due to its 
widespread use as filler text for layouts, 
non-readability is of great importance as 
human perception is tuned to recognize 
certain patterns and repetitions in type. 

If the distribution of letters and words is 
random, the reader will not be 
distracted from making a neutral 
judgment on the visual impact and 
readability of the typography, or the 
distribution of text on the page layout or 
type area. 

Travaux en cours


